
Txp:article custom /
From The TextBook Project
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4.1 Example 1: Display a list of articles publish during November of 2004
4.2 Example 2: Display a list of articles that include "One" as a keyword
4.3 Example 3: Display a list of hyperlinked article titles by a specific author

Classification

The article_custom tag is a Single_Tag which provides a variety of custom options for article sorting,
selecting, and display.
Textpattern will replace this tag with one or more articles.

<txp:article_custom /> will always return an article list, and is not context sensitive.

Related Info: Customizing txp:recent_articles (http://vigilant.tv/threshold/3649/customizing-txprecentarticles)

Syntax

The article_custom tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

form="add form name here"(any defined article form)
limit=""add integer here"" (number of articles to display)
category="category name here" (selected from available categories)
section="section name here" (selected from available sections)
sortby="sort option here" (Posted, Author, Last Modification, Title, Section)
sortdir="desc or asc here" (asc first first :: desc first last)
excerpted=""y" or "n" here" (show article only if - or if not excerpted)
author="author's name here" (show only selected author)
month="yyyy-mm here" (show only articles published during the defined month)
keyword="comma seperated list of keywords" (attributes are an or function)
(The attribute "listform" no longer exists. Instead, make use of conditional tags.)

Examples

Example 1: Display a list of articles publish during November of 2004

<txp:article_custom />

<txp:article_custom form="month_list" sortby="Section" sortdir="asc" month="2004-10" />



Example 2: Display a list of articles that include "One" as a keyword

Example 3: Display a list of hyperlinked article titles by a specific author

the author_list article form might go thus.
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txp:article_custom sortby="Posted" sortdir="desc" keywords="One" />

<txp:article_custom form="author_list" author="Parkling" />

<p><txp:permlink><txp:title /></txp:permlink></p>



Txp:article id /
From The TextBook Project
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4.1 Example 1: Display a hyperlinked article ID number as part of an article form
4.2 Example 2: Display a hyperlinked article ID number if an individual article is being displayed

Classification

The article_id tag is a Single_Tag which returns the numeric "ID" of the article being displayed. This
number will also be reflected as a part of the article permanent URL.

Syntax

The article_id tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

There are no attributes associated with article_id

Examples

Example 1: Display a hyperlinked article ID number as part of an article form

Example 2: Display a hyperlinked article ID number if an individual article is being displayed

<txp:if_individual_article>

</txp:if_individual_article>
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<txp:article_id />

*<txp:permlink><txp:article_id /></txp:permlink>

Article ID: <txp:permlink><txp:article_id /></txp:permlink>



Txp:author /
From The TextBook Project
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4.1 Example 1: Display the author`s name as part of an article form

Classification

The author tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return the name of the author of the currently displayed
article. Its context is an aricle form.

Syntax

The author tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display the author`s name as part of an article form

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:author_/"
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<txp:author />

<p><txp:title /></p><div class="post">Posted By: <txp:author /> @ <txp:posted />...



Txp:body /
From The TextBook Project
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4.1 Example 1: Display the body, or article text, as part of an article form

Classification

The body tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return the text, or content, of the article being displayed. (The
article itself)

Syntax

The body tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display the body, or article text, as part of an article form
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<txp:body />

<p><txp:title /></p><div class="post"><p><txp:author /> @ <txp:posted /><br /><txp:body /></p></div>



Txp:breadcrumb /
From The TextBook Project
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4.1 Example 1: Display a hyperlinked breadcrumb trail
4.2 Example 2: Display a text only breadcrumb trail

Classification

The breadcrumb tag is a Single_Tag which is used to create breadcrumb navigation. Its context is page or
column and it provides either hyperlinked navigation, or plain text positional display, anytime you are off the
Home page.

Syntax

The breadcrumb tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

label="add label text here" (uses the Site Name if linked)
link=""y" or "n"" (whether or not to hyperlink breadcrumbs)
sep="seperator character here" (character to be used as the breadcrumb seperator)
wraptag="enter wraptag option here" (character to be used as the wraptag without brackets)

Examples

Example 1: Display a hyperlinked breadcrumb trail

Provides hyperlinks to sections or categories in breadcrumb style, linking back to your home page.
(Breadcrumbs are not displayed on the Home page of your site)

Example 2: Display a text only breadcrumb trail

Provides a breadcrumb guide that reflects where a user is within the site's navigation.

<txp:breadcrumb />

<txp:breadcrumb wraptag="p" label="Navigation" sep="::" link="y" />

<txp:breadcrumb wraptag="p" label="Navigation" sep=":" link="n" />



Txp:category list /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type:Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a list of category names with XHTML links that, when activated, produce a
list of articles from that category. This list will be displayed with the defined attributes.

Will accept the following attributes:

wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)
break= HTML line breaks <br>,<li> 
label= Text Label

Example: <txp:category_list label="General" wraptag="p" break="<br>" />

As of 1.0rc1, the Tag Builder Assistant is a bit tweaked, but the label attribute is still interpreted correctly by
category_list()

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:category_list_/"

This page was last modified 06:17, 1 Feb 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:category1 /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
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4.1 Example 1: Display the Cat1 category of the article being displayed in plain text
4.2 Example 2: Display the Cat1 category hyperlinked to search for articles of the same category

Classification

The category1 tag is a Single_Tag which returns the category as defined in Cat1 of the article being
displayed. Its context is an article form.

Syntax

The category1 tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

link=""y" or "no""

("y" returns the category name hyperlinked to search for other articles of the same category)
as of Ver 1.0rc3 Rev340 the category1 function interprets any text attribute of link as a qualifier to create a link
I'm guessing that there is still some blood in the water on this one. 

Examples

Example 1: Display the Cat1 category of the article being displayed in plain text

Example 2: Display the Cat1 category hyperlinked to search for articles of the same category

If category1 is "General", this tag returns the following URL

If you find you have URL mode or version conflicts with this, what follows will serve as well.

<txp:category1 />

<txp:category1 />

<txp:category1 link="y" />

http://yoursite.com/category/general



Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:category1_/"
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<a href="/subdirectory/index.php?c=<txp:category1 />"><txp:category1 /></a>



Txp:category2 /
From The TextBook Project
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4.1 Example 1: Display the Cat2 category of the article being displayed in plain text
4.2 Example 2: Display the Cat2 category hyperlinked to search for articles of the same category

Classification

The category2 tag is a Single_Tag which returns the category as defined in Cat2 of the article being
displayed. Its context is an article form.

Syntax

The category2 tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

link=""y" or "no" "

("y" returns the category name hyperlinked to search for other articles of the same category)
as of Ver 1.0rc3 Rev340 the category2 function interprets any text attribute of link as a qualifier to create a link
I'm guessing that there is still some blood in the water on this one. 

Examples

Example 1: Display the Cat2 category of the article being displayed in plain text

Example 2: Display the Cat2 category hyperlinked to search for articles of the same category

If category2 is "General", this tag returns the following URL

If you find you have URL mode or version conflicts with this, what follows will serve as well.

<txp:category2 />

<txp:category2 />

<txp:category2 link="y" />

http://yoursite.com/category/general



Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:category2_/"
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<a href="/subdirectory/index.php?c=<txp:category2 />"><txp:category2 /></a>



Txp:comment email input /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a text entry field to accept the users email address.

Example:

<txp:comment_email_input />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_email_input_/"

This page was last modified 19:54, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment message input /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a text entry field to accept the users message text.

Example:

<txp:comment_message_input />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_message_input_/"

This page was last modified 19:52, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment name /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comments Display Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with the commenters name and an XHTML link. Comments will require a valid
email address be entered; this email address will be linked unless a site URL is entered. If a site URL has been
entered it will will be used for the XHTML link.

Example:

<txp:comment_name />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_name_/"
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Txp:comment name input /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a text entry field to accept the users name.

Example:

<txp:comment_name_input />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_name_input_/"

This page was last modified 19:50, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment permlink
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Comments Display Form 

Textpattern will replace this tag with the permanent URL of the comment being displayed . The container tags
wrap the text assigned to the link.

Wrap options:

Text

Example:

<txp:comment_permlink>#</txp:comment_permlink>

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_permlink"

This page was last modified 05:30, 7 Feb 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment preview /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a Preview button the user can use to preview the comment text.

Example:

<txp:comment_preview />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_preview_/"

This page was last modified 19:47, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment remember /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a check box input field. If checked, the users details are remembered by the
system the next time they open a comment form.

Examples:

<txp:comment_remember />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_remember_/"

This page was last modified 19:55, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment submit /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a Submit button. Clicking the Submit button writes the comment
information to the database.

Example:

<txp:comment_submit />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_submit_/"

This page was last modified 19:48, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comment time /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comments Display Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with the time and date the comment was submitted.

Example:

<txp:comment_time />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_time_/"

This page was last modified 05:31, 7 Feb 2005.
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Txp:comment web input /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type:Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a text entry field to accept the users domain name. Function assumes http://
for all URLs

Example:

<txp:comment_web_input />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comment_web_input_/"

This page was last modified 19:53, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comments count /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Display Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with the number of comments associated with a particular article.

Example:

<txp:comments_count />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comments_count_/"

This page was last modified 05:33, 7 Feb 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comments help /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comment Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a Texpattern help hyperlink.

Example:

<txp:comments_help />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comments_help_/"

This page was last modified 19:46, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:comments invite /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Article Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a XHTML link to an article comment form. Text used for the link will be
the taken from the invitation field on the "write" screen.

This tag takes no attributes:

<txp:comments_invite />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:comments_invite_/"

This page was last modified 19:33, 24 Jan 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:css /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Header

This tag is used in the header of your document. In the following format:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="<txp:css />" type="text/css" />

Textpattern will replace this tag with the URL of the style sheet assigned in the sections area of Textpattern.

The attribute "n" can also be used to define a specific style sheet by name. Style sheets can be created and named
inside Textpattern and the name inside Textpattern is what should be used.

Examples:

<txp:css />

<txp:css n="stylename" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:css_/"

This page was last modified 06:30, 1 Feb 2005.
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Txp:custom field /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Content With Consistant Structure
4.2 Example 2

5 Closing Notes

Classification

The custom_field tag is a Single_Tag which is used to display the contents of a custom field. Its context
is the article form which means that it won't work if you place it in a page template. You can enter contents into
custom fields by clicking the "advanced options" link just left of the large textarea you write you articles into (i.e.
under the "write" tab).

With a default Textpattern installation you will just see two custom fields with fantasy names but up to ten
custom fields are possible.

To define your own custom fields you have to edit the file
/textpattern/lib/admin_config.php. Open it in a text editor and scroll down a good bit until
you see a list of statements that say custom_1_set and so on. Fill in meaningful names without spaces
between the single quotes of each set. Define as many of the ten fields as you need. For example:

Afterwards, these fields will turn up under the "advanced options" link mentioned above.

Syntax

The syntax is as follows:

This tag will be replaced with anything you write into the custom field named "fieldName".

// -------------------------------------------------------------
// use custom fields for articles - must be in 'quotes', and 
// must contain no spaces
                
        'custom_1_set'                => 'author',
        'custom_2_set'                => 'title',
        'custom_3_set'                => 'publisher',
        'custom_4_set'                => 'year',
        'custom_5_set'                => '',
        'custom_6_set'                => '',
        'custom_7_set'                => '',
        'custom_8_set'                => '',
        'custom_9_set'                => '',
        'custom_10_set'               => '',

<txp:custom_field name="fieldName" />



Attributes

The custom_field tag has one attribute which is used to identify each of the ten possible fields:

name="add name here" (allows you to add the custom name to your field; NB! the name must not
contain any spaces!)

Examples

Example 1: Content With Consistant Structure

Custom fields are useful if you publish content that regularly has a certain structure. You might, for example,
publish book reviews for which you add the author, the title of the book, the publishing company and the year of
publication. For this you could use the following setup:

In admin_config.php:

In the article form of your books section you could have something like this:

If you write about Tolkien, on your page this will turn into:

J.R.R. Tolkien: The Lord of the Rings 
published by HarperCollins in 2004.

Note how you can mix tags, textstrings and puctuation. For clarity, the contents of the custom fields is
highlighted in bold in the above example.

Example 2

More examples being noted in forum thread 8524 (http://forum.textpattern.com/viewtopic.php?id=8524) (see
starting with zem's entry), maybe we can properly port them over here as Example 2, Example 3, etc.

Closing Notes

Custom fields can save a lot of thinking and work and to make them even more powerful, there is a set of
conditional tags to go with custom fields: the txp:if_custom_field tag. More explanation and examples on that
page.

Related info: <txp:if_custom_field>

// -------------------------------------------------------------
// use custom fields for articles - must be in 'quotes', and 
// must contain no spaces
                
        'custom_1_set'                => 'author',
        'custom_2_set'                => 'title',
        'custom_3_set'                => 'publisher',
        'custom_4_set'                => 'year',
        'custom_5_set'                => '',
        'custom_6_set'                => '',
        'custom_7_set'                => '',
        'custom_8_set'                => '',
        'custom_9_set'                => '',
        'custom_10_set'               => '',

<p><txp:custom_field name="author" />: <txp:custom_field name="title" /> <br />
published by <txp:custom_field name="publisher" /> in <txp:custom_field name="year" />.</p>



Txp:email /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a XHTML link with an email address assigned and the option of a title
attribute..

Will accept the following attributes:

email=An email address
Title= tooltip text
linktext= Text (if not supplied, will use the default text "Contact")

Example:

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:email_/"

This page was last modified 14:31, 9 Apr 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.

<txp:email email="rsilletti@gmail.com" linktext="Email" title="Webmaster Email" />



Txp:excerpt /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display the excerpt text, or a default link, as part of an article form using conditional tags

Classification

The excerpt tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return the excerpt text, if any, associated with the article
being displayed.
This tag is used in an article form.

Syntax

The excerpt tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display the excerpt text, or a default link, as part of an article form using conditional tags

This example will display the section name linked as
/"subdirectory if any"/index.php?s="section name" to provide a link to
return the articles from the same section as the article being displayed.
Related info: <txp:if_excerpt>

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:excerpt_/"

This page was last modified 03:00, 7 Jun 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.

<txp:excerpt />

<txp:if_excerpt>
<txp:excerpt />
<txp:else />
Section <a href="/subdirname/index.php?s=<txp:section />"><txp:section /></a>
</txp:if_excerpt>



Txp:feed link /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with an XHTML link to the sites articles RSS feed.

Will accept the following attributes:

category= Selected from Article Categories list
section= Selected from Sections list
label= Text 
limit= The number of articles presented in the feed 
wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)
flavor= atom or rss

<txp:feed_link label="XML" category="General" section="about"
flavor="rss" wraptag="p" limit="10" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:feed_link_/"
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Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:file download /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with the content resulting from the download form called by the tag. The file
downloaded is assigned with the "id" attribute.

Will accept the following attributes:

form=form name
id= file id

Example:

<txp:file_download form="files" id="1" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_/"

This page was last modified 00:47, 5 Apr 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:file download category /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the category of the file to download.

<txp:file_download_category />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_category_/"
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Txp:file download created /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the creation or upload date of the file to download.

Will accept the following attribute:

format= character formatting usable by strftime()
uses the Archive date format as the default

Examples:

<txp:file_download_created />

<txp:file_download_created format="%c" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_created_/"

This page was last modified 01:01, 5 Apr 2005.
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Txp:file download downloads /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the number of times a file has been downloaded.

Example:

<txp:file_download_downloads />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_downloads_/"

This page was last modified 00:49, 5 Apr 2005.
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Txp:file download id /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the internal ID number of the file to download.

<txp:file_download_id />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_id_/"

This page was last modified 00:50, 5 Apr 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:file download link
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Container :: Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a download link. The container tags wrap the text or tag assigned to the
link.

Wrap options: Text or Tag

<txp:file_download_link filename="info" id="1">
* text or tag here *
</txp:file_download_link>

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_link"
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Txp:file download list /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will use the assigned attributes as a means of selecting and sorting download links, defining forms,
limits, and categories.

Will accept the following attributes:

form= form name
limit= number of download links listed
category= selected from available categories
sort= Name, Download Count desc, Download Count asc, Random
wraptag & break

Example:

<txp:file_download_list form="files" category="Tutorials" limit="10"
sort="downloads desc" wraptag="p" break="<br>" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_list_/"

This page was last modified 00:52, 5 Apr 2005.
Content is available under GNU Free Documentation License 1.2.



Txp:file download modified /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the latest modification date of the file to download.

Will accept the following attribute:

format= character formatting usable by strftime()
uses the Archive date format as the default

Examples:

<txp:file_download_modified />

<txp:file_download_modified format="%c" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_modified_/"
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Txp:file download name /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the name of the file to download.

Example:

<txp:file_download_link>
<txp:file_download_name /> [<txp:file_download_size format="auto"
decimals="2" />] 
</txp:file_download_link>

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_name_/"
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Txp:file download size /
From The TextBook Project

Type - Tag:Single :: Context: Download Form
Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with the size of the file to download.

format= Selected from dropdown options in Tag Builder Asst
decimals= Number of decimal places 

Example:

<txp:file_download_size format="kb" decimals="2" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:file_download_size_/"
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Txp:if article category
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display category name if "Prose" as Cat1 is assigned to article
4.2 Example 2: Display welcome text if category and category level match, show default link otherwise

Classification

The if_article_category tag is a Conditional Tag, and therefore a Container Tag, as all conditional tags are
container tags. This tag checks the category name associated with a particular article and its category number
(Category1 or Category2) if the category name is matched to the proper category level (cat1 or cat2), it will
execute the contained statements. Should be used in an Article form.

Syntax

The if_article_category tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

name="category name"(Category Name)
number=""1" or "2"" (match Category in Cat1 or Cat2)

Examples

Example 1: Display category name if "Prose" as Cat1 is assigned to article

Example 2: Display welcome text if category and category level match, show default link otherwise

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:if_article_category"

<txp:if_article_category> ...your content here... </txp:if_article_category>

<txp:if_article_category name="Prose" number="1">
<p><txp:category1 /></p>
</txp:if_article_category>

<txp:if_article_category name="Prose" number="1">
<p>Fun With Prose</p>
<txp:else />
<p><a href://".index.php">Home</a></p> 
</txp:if_article_category>



Txp:if article list
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page Column
Context Sensitive: Yes (Article List)

Conditional Tags execute the contained statement if the condition specified is met. This tag checks to see if an
article list has been called (rather than a single article).

Example:

<txp:if_article_list>
 <txp:older>Prev Page</txp:older> | <txp:newer>Next Page</txp:newer>
</txp:if_article_list>
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Txp:if category
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display category name if the article list is of category "Prose"
4.2 Example 2: Display a category list, and an article list of the category being displayed

Classification

The if_category tag is a Conditional Tag, and therefore a Container Tag, as all conditional tags are container tags.
Textpattern will replace this tag with the result of the contained statment when the name attribute matches a
category search value / or (?c=Category, an article list by category).
Should be used in a Page or Column.

Syntax

The if_category tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

name="category name"(Category Name)

Examples

Example 1: Display category name if the article list is of category "Prose"

Example 2: Display a category list, and an article list of the category being displayed

Given the defined article categories: Prose, Poetry, and Opinions.

<txp:if_category> ...your content here... </txp:if_category>

<txp:if_category name="Prose">
<p><txp:c /></p>
</txp:if_category>

<p>Category Navigation</p>
<txp:category_list break="li"  wraptag="ol" />
<txp:if_category name="Prose">
<txp:recent_articles label="Prose" limit="25" break="li" wraptag="ul" category="Prose" />
</txp:if_category>
<txp:if_category name="Poetry">
<txp:recent_articles label="Poetry" limit="25" break="li" wraptag="ul" category="Poetry" />
</txp:if_category>



Styles could go this way:

default classes .recent_articles & .category_list  as of 1rc3 487
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<txp:if_category name="Opinions">
<txp:recent_articles label="Opinions" limit="25" break="li" wraptag="ul" category="Opinions" />
</txp:if_category>

.category_list
{
       list-style-type:lower-roman;
}

.recent_articles
{
        font-family: Verdana, "Lucida Grande", Tahoma, Helvetica;
        font-size: 10px;
        color:#333;
        list-style-type: none;
}

.recent_articles a
{       
        color: #333;
        margin-left: 5px;
        border-bottom: 1px solid #333;
}

.recent_articles a:hover
{
        border-bottom: 1px solid #666;
}



Txp:if comments
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Comments Display Form

Conditional Tags execute the contained statement if the condition specified is met. This tag checks to see if
there are one or more comments associated with a particular article.

Example:

<txp:if_comments>
 <txp:comments_count />
</txp:if_comments>
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Txp:if custom field
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
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4.1 Example 1: Display contents of custom fields
4.2 Example 2: Display contents of custom fields and create behavior if field has no content
4.3 Example 3: Display content if a custom field has a certain value
4.4 Example 4: Display content if a custom field contains data or display something else if it doesn't

Classification

The if_custom_field tag is a Conditional Tag, and therefore a Container Tag, as all conditional tags are container
tags. The function of the tag is to check to see if there are one or more custom fields associated with a particular
article, and if so to display those custom fields. (The contents of a custom field can be displayed with the
<txp:custom_field /> tag.)

Syntax

The if_custom_field tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

name="add name here" (allows you to add the custom name to your field)
val="add content here" (allows you to add the content you want revealed in the field)

Examples

Example 1: Display contents of custom fields

A basic example of how to display the contents of one or more custom fields is over at the explanation page of
the <txp:custom_field /> tag

Example 2: Display contents of custom fields and create behavior if field has no content

The purpose of the conditional tag for custom fields is to check if a custom field has any content and display it
depending on the result of that check. A more elaborate function is to check if a custom field has a specific
content but we'll look at that in example 3. Let's first look at a basic example for the use of a conditional with
custom fields.

<txp:if_custom_field> ...your content here... </txp:if_custom_field>



Say, you are publishing book reviews on your site and you use custom fields to enter the author, title, publisher
and year of publication (see example).

Some of the books have a subtitle, others don't. You can take care of that with if_custom_field. You set up the
conditional to check if the custom field you named "subtitle" holds any content and if it does it will be displayed.
If it's empty, the field won't turn up on the page. Here's the relevant part of the code:

If the custom field is empty, nothing will be displayed.

The whole set of custom fields could look like this:

For a book that has a subtitle, this will put out the following:

For a book without a subtitle, this will be shown:

Example 3: Display content if a custom field has a certain value

A completely different use might be a mood indicator. Say, you defined a custom field "mood" in which you
enter a word to indicate you mood while writing an article. You enter either "happy" or "sad".

With the articles, you want to display a smiley for each of the moods you enter. The code in your article form
could look like this:

Example 4: Display content if a custom field contains data or display something else if it doesn't

Say, you publish music reviews and you've set up some custom fields for the band name, the album title and the
band's website. But not all bands have a website and you want to display a standard message if a band hasn't got a

<txp:if_custom_field name="subtitle"> 
 <txp:custom_field name="subtitle" />
</txp:if_custom_field>

<p><txp:custom_field name="author" />: <txp:custom_field name="title" /> <br />
  <txp:if_custom_field name="subtitle"> 
    <txp:custom_field name="subtitle" />
  </txp:if_custom_field> <br />
published by <txp:custom_field name="publisher" /> in <txp:custom_field name="year" />.</p>

<p>Stephen Covey: The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People<br />
Powerful Lessons in Personal Change <br />
published by Simon & Schuster in 2002.</p>

<p>J.R.R. Tolkien: The Lord of the Rings <br />

published by HarperCollins in 2004.</p>

...
<txp:if_custom_field name="mood" val="happy">
  <img src="/images/happy-face.gif" alt="" />
</txp:if_custom_field>

<txp:if_custom_field name="mood" val="sad">
  <img src="/images/sad-face.gif" alt="" />
</txp:if_custom_field>
...



website.

This could be the code:
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...
<txp:if_custom_field name="website">
  <txp:custom_field name="website" />
<else />
  <p>Unfortunately, this band hasn't got a website.</p>
</txp:if_custom_field>

...



Txp:if excerpt
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display the excerpt text, or a default link, as part of an article form using conditional tags

Classification

The if_excerpt tag is a Conditional Tag, and therefore a Container Tag, as all conditional tags are container tags.
The tag will execute the contained statement if an excerpt is associated with the article being displayed.

Syntax

The if_excerpt tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display the excerpt text, or a default link, as part of an article form using conditional tags

This example will display the section name linked as
/"subdirectory if any"/index.php?s="section name" to provide a link to
return the articles from the same section as the article being displayed.
Related info: <txp:excerpt />
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<txp:if_excerpt> ...your content here... </txp:if_excerpt>

<txp:if_excerpt>
<txp:excerpt />
<txp:else />
Section <a href="/subdirname/index.php?s=<txp:section />"><txp:section /></a>
</txp:if_excerpt>



Txp:if individual article
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page Column
Context Sensitive: Yes (Single Article Page)

Conditional Tags execute the contained statement if the condition specified is met. This tag checks to see if a
single article has been called (rather than an article list).

Example:

<txp:if_individual_article>
 <txp:link_to_prev>Prev</txp:link_to_prev> |
<txp:link_to_next>Next</txp:link_to_next>
</txp:if_individual_article>
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Txp:if search
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page
Context Sensitive: Yes (Search Results)

Conditional Tags execute the contained statement if the condition specified is met. This tag checks to see if the
called page is the result of a search.

Example: This code selects a stylesheet named "search" inside Textpattern when search results are being
displayed, and a stylesheet named "default" for normal page display.

<txp:if_search>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="<txp:css n="search" />" type="text/css"
/>
<txp:else />
<link rel="stylesheet" href="<txp:css />" type="text/css" />
</txp:if_search>
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Txp:image /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Any

Textpattern will replace this tag with the image matching the numeric "ID" assigned by Textpattern when the
image was uploaded via the TXP "images" screen.

Example: <txp:image id="23" />

This tag can be created with the Tag Builder Assistant on the "images" screen, to insure the proper number is
used, by selecting the Textpattern option to the right of the image's name.
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Txp:link /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display a link and its description field contents

Classification

The link tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return an XHTML hyperlink, as defined under the "links" tab,
using the Title field as the links text.
Its context is a links form.

Syntax

The link tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display a link and its description field contents

Used in "link" forms with  <txp:linklist />
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<txp:link />

<p><txp:link /><br /><txp:link_description /></p>



Txp:link description /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display a link and its description field contents

Classification

The link_description tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return the text from the Description field as
defined under the "links" tab.
Its context is a links form.

Syntax

The link_description tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display a link and its description field contents

Used in "link" forms with  <txp:linklist />
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<txp:link_description />

<p><txp:link /><br /><txp:link_description /></p>



Txp:link feed link /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with an XHTML link to the sites links RSS feed.

Will accept the following attributes:

category= Selected from the link Categories list
label= Text 
limit= The number of links presented in the feed 
wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)

<txp:link_feed_link label="XML" category="Nav" limit="10" wraptag="p"
/>
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Txp:link to home
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a link to the Home page. The container tags wrap the text assigned to the
link.

Will accept the following attributes:

Text Link= Text

Example:

<txp:link_to_home>Home</txp:link_to_home>
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Txp:link to next
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page Column or Article Form
Context Sensitive: Yes (Single Article Page)

Textpattern will replace this tag with the permanent URL of the next article in the sort order. The container tags
wrap the text or tag assigned to the link.

Wrap options:

Text or Tag

Examples:
<txp:link_to_next><txp:next_title /></txp:link_to_next>
<txp:link_to_next>Next</txp:link_to_next>
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Txp:link to previous
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page Column or Article Form
Context Sensitive: Yes (Single Article Page)

Textpattern will replace this tag with the permanent URL of the previous article in the sort order. The container
tags wrap the text or tag assigned to the link.

Wrap options:

Text or Tag

Examples:
<txp:link_to_prev><txp:prev_title /></txp:link_to_prev>
<txp:link_to_prev>Prev</txp:link_to_prev>
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Txp:linkdesctitle /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display a link and its Title field contents

Classification

The linkdesctitle tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return an XHTML hyperlink, as defined under the
"links" tab, using the Title field contents as the links text. The Description field contents will be displayed as a
title attribute.
Its context is a links form.

Syntax

The linkdesctitle tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display a link and its Title field contents

Link, title=Description

Used in "link" forms with  <txp:linklist />
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<txp:linkdesctitle />

<p><txp:linkdesctitle /></p>



Txp:linklist /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
3 Attributes

3.1 Attribute Semantics
4 Examples

4.1 Example 1: Display a list of the 10 links at the top of the sort order from the General category
4.2 Example 2: Display an ordered list of links selected by category with conditional tags
4.3 Example3: Links Form (default "Links")

Classification

The linklist tag is a Single_Tag which is used to produce a list of links from a predefined list. Its context is
page or column.
Links can be input and assigned to categories under the links tab.

Syntax

The linklist tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

form="form name" (selected from available link forms. Default is plainlinks)
label="add label text here" (label for the top of the list. Default is empty)
limit="integer here" (maximum number of listed links. Default is 10)
break="br" (HTML tag to be used for line breaks, without brackets. Default is br)
wraptag="enter wraptag option here" (HTML tag to be used as the wraptag, without brackets. Default is
empty.)
category="category name here" (selected from available link categories)
sort="sort option here" (see below for details)
class="class name here" (CSS class attribute for wraptag, default is linklist. Initially introduced in
1.0 RC3 rev 472 (http://dev.textpattern.com/changeset/473).)

Attribute Semantics

label: This string will be prepended to the link list. When using semantic markup ("wraptag" being
either "ol" or "ul"), "label" will be the first list item.
break: This string will be used to separate list items. Suggested values include "br" and "hr" for
presentational markup, or "li" if you preferred semantic markup. Textpattern cares for the correct
nesting of tags in either case. NB: Choosing li as the break string requires wraptag to be either ul or
ol and vice versa.
wraptag: This string will be used to enclose the whole list. Suggested values include "p" for
presentational markup, "ol" or "ul" for semantic markup. NB: Appending additional HTML attributes
like class, style or start is not supported.

<txp:linklist />



sort: This attribute's value will be used as a SQL order by clause and can thus contain every table row
of the txp_link database table followed by SQL sort order indications asc and desc respectively. Valid
values include "url", "linkname desc", "description asc", "date asc",
"rand()" and others.

Examples

Example 1: Display a list of the 10 links at the top of the sort order from the General category

Example 2: Display an ordered list of links selected by category with conditional tags

This example uses the displayed page's category as the criterion for choosing the linklist's category.

Example3: Links Form (default "Links")

<txp:link />
.. <txp:link_description />
.. <txp:linkdesctitle />..

The form is repeated for each link provided by <txp:linklist />
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<txp:linklist form="Links" category="General" limit="10" sort="linksort" wraptag="p" />

<txp:if_category name="100">
<txp:linklist label="First Floor" category="First" wraptag="ol" break="li" />
</txp:if_category>
<txp:if_category name="200">
<txp:linklist label="Second Floor" category="Second" wraptag="ol" break="li" />
</txp:if_category>



Txp:message /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Comments Display Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with the commenters message, or comment text.

Example:

<txp:message />
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Txp:next title /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page Column
Context Sensitive: Yes (Single Article Page)

Textpattern will replace this tag with the Title (text) of the next article in the sort order. The container tags wrap
the text or tag and assign the link.

Examples:
<txp:next_title />
<txp:link_to_next><txp:next_title /></txp:link_to_next>
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Txp:newer
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page Column
Context Sensitive: Yes (Article List)

Textpattern will replace this tag with an XHTML link to the next list of articles in the sort order. The container
tags wrap the text or tag assigned to the link. An article list consists of the assigned number of articles set by the
article tag. If there are no articles available having Newer status (articles ranked higher, or newer, in the present
sort criteria than the present top of page article) <txp:newer> will not display. It is normally seen used in
tandem with <txp:older>

Given a <txp:article limit ="5" /> tag on the page in question. <txp:newer> will page up 5
articles at a time from the oldest post forward in time to the most recently posted article.

Wrap options:

Text or Tag

Examples:
<txp:newer><txp:text item="Newer" /></txp:newer>
<txp:newer>Newer</txp:newer> | <txp:older>Older</txp:older>
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Txp:older
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Container
Context: Page Column
Context Sensitive: Yes (Article List)

Textpattern will replace this tag with an XHTML link to the next list of articles in the sort order. The container
tags wrap the text or tag assigned to the link. An article list consists of the assigned number of articles set by the
article tag. If there are no articles available having Older status (articles ranked lower, or later, in the present sort
criteria than the present bottom of page article) <txp:older> will not display. It is normally seen used in
tandem with <txp:newer>

Given a <txp:article limit ="5" /> tag on the page in question. <txp:older> will page
down 5 articles at a time from the most recent post back in time to the oldest.

Wrap options:

Text or Tag

Examples:
<txp:older><txp:text /></txp:older>
<txp:newer>Newer</txp:newer> | <txp:older>Older</txp:older>
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Txp:output form /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Various

Textpattern will replace this tag with the content resulting from the form called by the tag.

Will accept the following attributes:

form=form name

Examples:

<txp:output_form form="homebuilt" />

<txp:output_form form="comments" />

Can accept any defined form.
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Txp:page title /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column Context sensitive: Yes

Textpattern will replace this tag with text depending on what context it is being used in. Results appear as
follows:

Article List:
Your Site Name

Articles by Category:
Your Site Name::Category

Search Results page:
Your Site Name::"Search results"::Search term

Single Article page:
Your Site Name::Article name

Comments display:
"Comments on"::Article name

Will accept the following attributes:

seperator= text

Example: (seperator defined as above) <txp:page_title separator="::" />
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Txp:password protect /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Default Page Template

When Textpattern encounters the password protect tag it causes the user to be prompted for username and
password, if these match the attributes set in the tag, the user is allowed access to the site.

Will accept the following attributes:

login=a text username
pass=a text password

Example:

<txp:password_protect login="user" pass="password" />

The <txp:password_protect login="user" pass="password" /> needs to go in the head tags of your page you wish
to protect.

You need to add a line to your .htaccess file:

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php

which should then looks like this:

RewriteEngine On

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php

RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} -f [OR]

RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} -d

RewriteRule ^(.+) – [PT,L]

RewriteRule ^(.*) index.php

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:password_protect_/"
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Txp:permlink
From The TextBook Project
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Classification

The permlink can be used as a Container Tag, or a Single_Tag, to return the permanent url (hyperlinked ) of
the article being displayed. This tag is used in an article form.

Syntax

The permlink tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Container Example

Code

Outputs something like

Single Example

Code

<txp:permlink>...your content here... </txp:permlink> or <txp:permlink />

<txp:permlink><txp:title /></txp:permlink>

<a href="http://yoursite/index.php?id=2">article title</a>

<txp:permlink />



Outputs something like

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:permlink"
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http://yoursite/index.php?id=2



Txp:popup /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a dropdown dialog selector for browsing by section ( s ) or category ( c ).

Will accept the following attributes:

type= c, s 
wraptag= HTML wraptag without brackets
label= Text

Example:
<txp:popup label="Test" type="c" wraptag="p" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:popup_/"
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Txp:posted /
From The TextBook Project
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Classification

The posted tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return the publish date of the article being displayed. The
format is determined by the settings specified in the Date Format, or Archive Date Format, fields on the "admin"
- "preferences" screen. Its context is an aricle form.

Syntax

The posted tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

format="desired format" (strftime() date format, or text value "since")

The "format" attribute allows date formats to be set on a tag by tag basis overriding settings in the preferences
page, including the Textpattern specific "since" format.

Examples

Example 1: Display "since" format date setting

posted tag could display as follows Posted: 29 Days ago

Example 2: Display custom format date setting using strftime() format

posted tag could display as follows Posted: May-28 2005

<txp:posted format="%b %d %Y" /> if you're using RC3 (strftime format
(http://us4.php.net/strftime))

<txp:posted />

<p><txp:title /><br /><txp:author /> @ Posted: <txp:posted format="since" /></p>

<p><txp:title /><br /><txp:author /> @ Posted: <txp:posted format="%b-%d %Y" /></p>



<txp:posted format="M d Y" /> if you're using pre-RC3 (php date format
(http://it.php.net/manual/en/function.date.php))
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Txp:prev title /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page Column
Context Sensitive: Yes (Single Article Page)

Textpattern will replace this tag with the Title (text) of the previous article in the sort order. The container tags
wrap the text or tag and assign the link.

Examples:
<txp:prev_title />
<txp:link_to_prev><txp:prev_title /></txp:link_to_prev>
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Txp:recent articles /
From The TextBook Project
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Classification

The recent_articles tag is a Single_Tag which is used to produce a list of permanent links to recent
articles by title.
Its context is page or column and it provides hyperlinked navigation by article list.

Syntax

The recent_articles tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

Tag will accept the following attributes (note: attributes are case sensitive):

label="add label text here" (label for the top of the list)
limit="integer here" (default is 10)
break="tag text" (HTML line breaks with brackets)
wraptag="enter wraptag option here" (character to be used as the wraptag without brackets)
category="category name here" (selected from available categories)
sortby="sort option here" (Posted, Author, Last Modification, Title, Section)
sortdir="desc or asc here" (asc first first :: desc first last)

Examples

Example 1: Display a list of the 5 most recently posted articles

Example 2: Display a list of the 10 most recent articles meeting a complex criteria

<txp:recent_articles />

<txp:recent_articles label="Latest and Greatest" limit="5" />

<txp:recent_articles label="Latest" limit="10" break="<br />" wraptag="p" category="Code" sortby="Section" sortdir="desc" />



Example 3: Display a styled recent article list

Styles could go this way

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:recent_articles_/"
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<txp:recent_articles label="Recently" limit="10" break="<br />" wraptag='p class="list"' sortdir="desc" />

p.list
{
        font-family: Verdana, "Lucida Grande", Tahoma, Helvetica;
        font-size: 11px;
        color:#333;
        margin-left: 10px;
        border-left: 3px solid #ccc;
}

p.list a
{       
        color:#333;
        margin-left:15px;

}

p.list a:hover
}
        border-bottom: 1px dashed #333;
}



Txp:recent comments /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a list of permanent links to recent comments. This list will be displayed
with the format.

Users Name(Artclicle Name)

Will accept the following attributes:

wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)
break= HTML line breaks <br>,<li> 
label= Text Label
limit= number of recent comments to display

Examples:

<txp:recent_comments label="Recent Comments" limit="25" wraptag="p"
break="<br>" />

<txp:recent_comments label="Recent Comments" wraptag="p" break="<br>"
/>
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Txp:related articles /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a list of permanent links to articles selected as related, when an idividual
article is displayed.

Related matches are selected as follows:

If a match to Cat1 or Cat2 of the individual article being displayed is found in either Cat1 or Cat2 of any other
article in the database, it will cause that article to be listed as related.

If Cat1 of the individual article being displayed is left blank and Cat2 is not blank, then all other articles are
selected as being related. If both Categories are left blank, then no articles are selected.

Will accept the following attributes:

wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)
break= HTML line breaks <br>,<li> 
label= Text Label
limit= number of related article links to display

Example:

<txp:related_articles label="Related" limit="25" wraptag="p"
break="<br>" />
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Txp:search input /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a text entry field for search parameters and an optional button to initiate the
search.

Will accept the following attributes:

label= Text field label
button= Creates and labels a button to initiate searching
size= Button size
wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)

Examples:

<txp:search_input label="Search" button="Search" size="15"
wraptag="p" />

<txp:search_input label="Search" wraptag="p" />

Textpattern, as of this writing, will use a user defined form named search_results, or an internally defined default
form if no search result form is defined by this name by the user.
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Txp:search result date /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Search Result Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with the article posted date as returned by the search function.

Example:

<txp:search_result_date />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:search_result_date_/"
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Txp:search result exceprt /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Search Result Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with an article excerpt as returned by the search function.

Example:

<txp:search_result_excerpt />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:search_result_exceprt_/"
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Txp:search result title /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Search Result Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a hyperlink to the article as returned by the search function using the title
text.

Example:

<txp:search_result_title />
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Txp:search result url /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Search Result Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with a hyperlink to the article as returned by the search function using the article
URL text.

Example:

<txp:search_result_url />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:search_result_url_/"
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Txp:section /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Article Form

Textpattern will replace this tag with the name of the Section to which the article being displayed was published.

Example:

<txp:section />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:section_/"
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Txp:section list /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Page/Column

Textpattern will replace this tag with a list of section names with XHTML links that, when activated, produces a
list of articles from that section. Section behaviours, such as assigned styles and pages, are also used.

Will accept the following attributes:

wraptag= HTML wraptag (no brackets)
break= HTML line breaks <br>,<li> 
label= Text Label

Example:
<txp:section_list label="Sections" wraptag="p" break="<br>" />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:section_list_/"
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Txp:site slogan /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: All
Context Sensitive: No

Textpattern will replace this tag with the site`s tagline as set in your preferences under the "admin" tab.

The value input in the "Site tagline" field will be the replacement value that Textpattern uses for the:
<txp:site_slogan /> tag.

"Textpattern Help" describes this as follows:

This is a brief (255 chars max) tagline or description of your site.
This will be used as the description of your site wherever required, such as in your XML feeds.

Example:

<txp:site_slogan />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:site_slogan_/"
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Txp:sitename /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type:Single
Context: All
Context Sensitive: No

Textpattern will replace this tag with the site's name as set in your preferences under the "admin" tab.

This is the name of your site as it will appear in browsers and within your content when called by the:
<txp:sitename /> tag.

Example:

<txp:sitename />

Retrieved from "http://textpattern.net/wiki/index.php?title=Txp:sitename_/"
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Txp:text /
From The TextBook Project

Tag Type: Single
Context: Various

Textpattern will replace this tag with text as set by the item attribute.

Will accept the following attributes:

item=Text

Example:

<txp:text item="hometext" />
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Txp:title /
From The TextBook Project

Table of contents
1 Classification
2 Syntax
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4.1 Example 1: Display an article title as part of an article form
4.2 Example 2: Display a hyperlinked title for the article being displayed

Classification

The title tag is a Single_Tag which is used to return the title of the article being displayed.
This tag is used in an article form.

Syntax

The title tag has the following syntactic structure...

Attributes

This tag has no attributes.

Examples

Example 1: Display an article title as part of an article form

Example 2: Display a hyperlinked title for the article being displayed

Related info : <txp:permlink >
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<txp:title />

<p><txp:title /></p><div class="post"><p><txp:author /> @ <txp:posted /><br /><txp:body /></p></div>

<txp:permlink><txp:title /></txp:permlink>


